Prediction of drug disposition kinetics in skin and plasma following topical administration.
The development of a physically based pharmacokinetic model for percutaneous absorption is described. The simulation includes four first-order rate constants assigned the following significance: (a) absorption across the stratum corneum; (b) diffusion through the viable tissue; (c) a retardation process which retains penetrant in the stratum corneum (and hence provides a means to mathematically produce a "reservoir" effect, for example); and (d) uptake from the skin into the systemic circulation and subsequent elimination from the body. The kinetic equations of the model are solved and expressions are obtained for the concentration of penetrant within the stratum corneum (and available to subsequently partition into the viable epidermis) and the plasma concentration of the administered substance, as a function of time. Using example values for the four rate parameters, disposition profiles for the penetrant in skin and plasma were derived. The cases considered cover slow and fast stratum corneum penetrants, substances which are excreted rapidly or slowly from the body, and absorbing molecules with a variety of relative stratum corneum-viable tissue affinities. The results suggest a framework for the prediction of pharmaceutically and clinically relevant information following the topical administration of therapeutic agents for local or systemic effect.